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CT CBCT HD CBCT MD CBCT LD 
Pearson coefficient 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.995 
Volume variation 2% 6.9% 7.6% 8.1% 
Mean HD variation 1.5% 5.5% 6.0% 8.8% 
Centroid variation (mm) <1 <1 <1 <1 
DSI range  0.98-0.99 0.93-0.97 0.91-0.95 0.94-0.96 
 
Conclusions: The deformable registration obtained by MIM 5.5.2 
software is reliable, especially considering that the insert movements 
and morphologic variations were intentionally macroscopic.  
Further studies are however required to assess its applicability in 
everyday clinical IGRT practice. 
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Purpose/Objective: In lung cancer patients, accurate registration of 
follow-up imaging to pre-treatment information is hampered by 
possible large deformations induced by the (chemo-) radiotherapy 
treatment. To register on a tumour level and subsequently on a sub-
volume level inside the tumour, non-rigid registration algorithms 
might be applied. A validation study was performed on the accuracy 
of two commonly used deformation models for the registration of pre- 
and post-treatment PET/CT scans of lung cancer patients undergoing 
radiotherapy. 
Materials and Methods: For 3 patients, we annotated both a pre-
treatment and 3 months post-treatment CT scan using approximately 
30 visible landmarks/fiducials per patient. This included approx. 10 
landmarks inside or directly surrounding the primary tumour. These 
landmarks were selected based on visible features inside the thorax, 
e.g. bifurcating vessels, calcifications, distinct anatomical shapes. 
Rigid registration served as the starting point. Non-rigid registration 
was performed using either a Demons or Morphons algorithm, with 10 
or 20 iterations per scale (10 resolution scales used), using a weighted 
sum accumulation or a diffeomorphic accumulation of the 
deformation field; leading to 8 different deformation fields. Absolute 
differences in deformed and annotated landmark position were 
calculated and compared between these algorithms. 
Results: Differences in landmark positions (mean±1SD) for the three 
patients decreased from 6±2, 9±4 and 9±4 mm for the rigid 
registration to a best [worst] result for the 8 different algorithms 
between: 3±2 [4±3], 3±2 [6±3] and 6±4 [7±5] mm, respectively. For 
the landmarks close to the tumour a similar result was achieved: rigid 
6±2, 10±4 and 10±4 mm reduced to 3±2, 2±2 and 9±5 mm for the best 
performing non-rigid registration method. The Morphons registration 
with diffeomorphic accumulation and 20 iterations per scale 
outperformed the other methods in 5 out 6 of the above mentioned 
cases. 
Conclusions: Non-rigid registration techniques are accurate within (on 
average) 3-6 mm for registration of pre-treatment and follow-up 
imaging. As expected, there is a large improvement over rigid 
registration where differences can be up to 1 cm. The deformation 
methods need to be further optimized but may play a role in the 
analysis of follow-up imaging for assessment of local control and 
recurrences of sub-volumes of the primary tumour. 
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Purpose/Objective: The integration of PET/MR information into 
radiotherapy (RT) seems to be highly beneficial due to the additional 
molecular, functional and anatomical information. Thus, the purpose 
of this study was to develop a suitable registration strategy for the 
fusion of PET/MR and CT in the head and neck (HN) region. 
Materials and Methods: Seven HN patient datasets with corresponding 
clinical PET/CT and directly following PET/MR were available, with 
FDG as PET tracer. For the registration, only CT and MR were 
considered. After a rigid registration, a deformable registration with a 
transformation parametrized by B-splines was performed, with three 
different strategies for the metric to be optimized: global mutual 
information (MI) (GMI), GMI combined with a bending energy penalty 
(BEP) term (GMI+BEP) and localized MI combined with BEP (LMI+BEP). 
For each strategy, optimal values for registration parameters were 
determined on the basis of quantitative registration quality measures. 
As anatomic quality measures the Dice Similarity Index (DSI) of skin, 
common carotid arteries and respiratory tract as well as the non-
overlapping fraction (NOF) of the spinal canal as derived from the MR 
with vertebral bodies segmented on the CT were used. As a functional 
measure the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) of the PET images in 
a region containing the GTV was introduced. Each measure yields 
values between 0 and 1, with 1 being the best result. Furthermore, 
anatomical landmarks were defined by an experienced radiation 
oncologist for which the mean distance after registration was 
determined. Additionally, the fused images as well as the Jacobian 
determinants of the resulting displacement fields were visually 
inspected. 
Results: For each registration strategy, the obtained quality measures 
are shown in Table 1 as the mean of all seven patients. Using GMI 
only, some of the measures became worse compared to rigid 
registration. However, for GMI+BEP and LMI+BEP all measures 
improved, indicating a good registration accuracy. In particular, the 
functional measure defined on a voxel basis in a low-contrast region 
improved simultaneously with the anatomically defined measures. 
Overall, LMI+BEP yields the best and most robust results. Visual 
inspection of the Jacobian determinant favors GMI+BEP and LMI+BEP, 
whereas GMI suffers from unrealistically high, low, and even partially 
negative values. 
 




Conclusions: For the deformable registration of PET/MR and PET/CT 
in the HN region, a suitable registration strategy could be determined. 
For a B-spline parametrized registration in combination with MI, a 
regularization consisting of a BEP significantly improves registration 
results and robustness. Also the localized form of MI is favorable. As a 
consequence, B-spline registration strategies including BEP should be 
used for the integration of functional PET/MR data into individualized 
RT planning. 
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Purpose/Objective: The Adaptive Radiotherapy approach has been 
supported by an increasing amount of clinical data that has shown the 
impact of anatomical modifications during Radiotherapy. This 
technique is not used in clinical routine because the additional 
treatment planning required to take account of the anatomical 
modifications is considered too expensive in time, especially because 
of the need of new 'adapted contours'. 
The automated adaptation of RT-structures should alleviate this 
problem, but clinical validation of deformable image registration tools 
is needed. 
